Evacuation Rally Point  Rally Point C - west of PAC - see Map below
BUILDINGS

1. EC — Childcare Center
2. MN — Maintenance
3. PE — Phys. Ed
4. CCTRI — Campus Center
5. Fine Arts Auditorium
6. AMT/ABRP — Automotive, Autobody
7. SSSCI — Social Science
8. HAW ST — Hawaiian Studies
9. ART1/ART2 — Fine Arts
10. FC1/FC2/WC — Faculty 1&2, Wellness Ctr.
11. BUS — Business Education
12. HLTRANX/HLTNP/HLTSH — Nursing Annex, Haupu & Kilohana
13. HLTSCH — Health Science
14. SCI — Natural Science
15. OSC — One Stop Center
16. LRC — Learning Resource Center, Library
17. OCET — Bookstore, Office of Cont. Education & Training
18. PACTR — Performing Arts Center
19. CARP — Carpentry
21. WELD — Welding
22. DKITEC — Daniel Inouye Tech. Center
23. GRNSHP — Green Auto. Shop
24. Veterans Support Center
25. EB — Elections Building
26. FARM-K 105 — Farm
27. FARM-K 104 — Farm

OTHERS

- Parking
- Handicapped Parking
- Tennis Courts

Campus Security Numbers:
(808) 245-8399
(808) 278-3107
(808) 278-3108
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